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www.nickharveymusic.com
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The label focuses on quality dance music releases by 
LGBTQ+friends arsts from all around the world. Rejoin 
Records has had numerous releases featuring arsts such as 
Alain Jackinsky, Alan T, Alex Ramos, Cajjmere Wray, Joe 
Carrano, Lile Eric, Lula, Qubiko, Robbie Rivera, Suzanne 
Palmer, and Tom Stephan, among others.

In 2022, Nick HaIn 2022, Nick Harvey's remix for Guy Scheiman, Tony Moran & 
Suzanne Palmer's "Praise Up", his remix of Siege's track 
"Waing" on Toolroom Trax and Harvey’s own single "Work It 
Out" on Whore House Records are three major achievements 
that will remain notable milestones in his career for a 
considerable me to come. With his defining sound and his 
record label in place, Nick Harvey is ready to make his mark 
acacross the globe and steer the tribal sounds and anthems of 
New York towards the future.

Nick Harvey is a DJ, Remixer & Producer from Zurich, switzerland. 
Influenced by arsts such as Peter Rauhofer, Johnny Vicious and 
Danny Tenaglia, Harvey began his DJing career in 1997 and 
played some of the largest gay dance pares in switzerland, such 
as the Kitsch Party and Black Party (Volkshaus Zurich), True 
Colors (Gaskessel Bern) as well as regular gigs at clubs Aera 
(Zurich), Spider Galaxy (Zurich) and Supermarket (Zurich) in his 
early early years.

In 2005, Harvey started producing & remixing aer successfully 
receiving his diploma as an audio engineer. Having defined his 
own "sound", Nick has worked several years as a remix engineer 
and programmer for DJ Junior Vasquez in New York City. Nick’s 
intense work soon lead to official remixes for arsts such as Katy 
Perry ("Firework"), Reina ("Forever"), Heather Small ("Moving On 
up") and Samantha Fox ("It’s You"), just to name a few out of 
HaHarvey’s extensive discography.

Throughout the years, Harvey has been remixing and 
collaborang on music projects with countless arsts, including 
Chad Jack, DJ Paulo, Guy Scheiman, Inaya Day, Heather Leigh 
West (best known for her club hit "Drop A House"), Las Bibas 
From Vizcaya, Lectroluv, Tony Moran and many, many more. 
Besides his intense work as a remixer, producer & engineer, Nick 
has been DJing numerous gay circuit pares & clubs across 
EuEurope and has held a monthly residency at Zurich's Club Aaah! 
for over a decade.

Taking maers in his own hands, Nick has created his 
independent record label in 2020. Together with his business 
associate Sco Aviance in New York, Nick established Rejoin 
Records - a new home for Underground House & Tribal Dance 
Music. 


